EI2015
F1 Reader
DESCRIPTION


This reading device, entirely manufactured in Spain, is supplied with a big and highcontrast screen as well as with an internal
memory able to store up to 940 readings.



The F1 reader can read HDX and FDX-B
microchips in compliance with the Norm
ISO 11784/5. It is the smallest reader on
the market capable to support all ISO
microchip technologies.



Its smaller size and ergonomic design
allows the user to carry it everywhere
comfortably.



The reader comes with a highly luminous
LED light which lets veterinarian perform
examinations of the eye.



The F1 reader comes with a rechargeable
Lithium-Ion battery that can be recharged by connecting the USB cable to a USB port
on your computer.



The F1 reader also displays the last microchip scanned even if the device has been
turned off.

EI2015
F1 Reader
ESPECIFICATION

Reading Compatibility

HDX and FDX-B according to ISO Norm 11784/5

Read Distance
Power Supply

HDX up to 12 cm
FDX-B up to 12 cm
Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery

Screen

2 lines of 16 characters LCD backlighted

Dimensions

107x48x24 mm

Weight

50 g

Other

Multi-Language
Stores up to 940 readings

What comes with this reader?
The reader comes in a white box carrying inside the following
components:





F1 reader device
Carry-on box
USB cable for uploading data and recharging the
battery.
Quick user guide

CERTIFICATES




Felixcan has been certified and granted by National and International Certification
Networks in Quality Management for the “Design, Production, Commercialization of
Visual and Electronic Animal Identification Systems”.
Felixcan has been granted with its own manufacturer´s code ICAR 941 and 953 and has
agreed to comply with a conduct code in the Electronic Animal ID Industry.

CONTACT




Polígono Industrial Romica, calle 1, Parcela 200 02080 ALBACETE (Spain)
Tlf.: +34 967 52 01 87 Fax: +34 967 52 20 61
www.felixcan.com admin@felixcan.com

